A theoretical investigation on the flow of nonlinear magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), laminar, viscous, incompressible boundary layer fluid with thermal radiative heat transfer and variable properties past a stretching plate was carried out. The liquid is taken to be gray, absorbing, emitting but with non-scattering medium. The main nonlinear equations governing the flow are reduced to ordinary differential equations by using appropriate similarity variables and quantities. The obtained nonlinear equations are computationally solved by applying shooting techniques coupled with Nachtsheim-Swigert method for asymptotic satisfaction of boundary conditions by fourth order Runge-Kutta scheme. The computational results for momentum and heat distribution are obtained for various values of the emerging parameters. The results for the coefficient of skin friction and dimensionless heat gradient are likewise obtained for different physical parameters values. From the study, it was observed that the parameters which enhanced the heat source terms decreased the fluid viscosity and caused increase in the flow rate. Also, parameter that reduced heat source terms encouraged viscosity which resulted in retardation of the fluid velocity.
Introduction
It is an established contention that several industrial and engineering processes involving heat and mass transport such as glass fibre, metal extrusion, rubber manufacturing, and many more takes place in the presence of simultaneous effects of thermal and species buoyancy forces. Different studies on the fluid flow through an inclined, horizontal and vertical surface in the existence of magnetic field have been examined. In Seth et al. (2011) and Salawu and Fatunmibi (2017) the analysis of dissipative heat transfer of hydromagnetic fluid flow past an inclined plate was investigated. Salawu and Okedoye (2018) investigated gravity driven flow of reactive hydromagnetic fluid through a vertical channel in the presence of magnetic field. Hassan et al. (2018) , Kareem et al. (2020) studied hydromagnetic reactive fluid flow through horizontal porous plates with radiation and internal heat generation.
Fluids flow past a vertical Couette boundary layer plates with heat radiation is gaining considerable attraction due to its wide spectrum usefulness in industrial systems. For example, it useful in the rocket engine, combustion chamber, geothermal reservoirs, thermal insulation, and so on. Various leading past studies concerning convection flow through vertical plates in the presence radiation has been established in the research work of (Hayat et al. (2013) ; ; Devi and Gururaj (2012) ). The heat transfer in over a stretching plate is important in several devices and industrial applications. In manufacturing process of rubber and plastic sheet where it is frequently important to blow gaseous through the unsolidified material, this circumstance emerge in the glass blowing, expulsion processes, and spinning of fibers also include the flow as a result of stretching plate, Hayat et al. (2013) . Devi and Gururaj (2012) reported on heat transport characteristics of two dimensional nonlinear hydromagnetic incompressible fluids with variable viscosity and electrically conductivity. The liquid is taken to be gray, absorbing, emitting but not scattering medium. In Patowary (2012) , the influence of radiation on the flow of boundary layer in the existence of magnetic field with thermal conductivity and variable viscosity due to a stretching surface in a permeable medium was investigated. To show the heat flux by radiation in the heat equation, Rosseland approximation was utilized. The energy and species transport through a vertical surface under the joined effect of the diffusion thermo and thermo diffusion in the existence of magnetic field was carried out by Hazarika and Gopal (2012) . A computational solution of a convective transient fluid flow with thermal radiation over a moving plate of a Sisko binary fluid was analyzed by Okedoye (2015) . The problem formulated was solved numerically; the outcomes of the analysis demonstrated that the flow is affected considerably by the injection/suction, heat source, and chemical reaction at the plate surface. Also, the impact of soret and dufour on a Sisko fluid is significant.
The understanding of the thermophysics properties of some parameters associated with the fluid flows with temperature dependent variable properties have instant influences on the micro fluidics, ink-jet printing, polymer production, earth mantle geological flows, colloidal flow suspensions, turbulent flow shear, fluid gems, and many more, Salawu and Oke (2018) . In respect of this, scientist has being showing high interest on the intrigue behavior of fluids with variable properties and subsequently studies has been done on it using the analytical and computational approaches which are available in many articles including (Salawu (2018) ; Abdou (2010) ; Salem (2007) ; Chen (2006)). A few great reports on the flow of fluid through a stretching surface are presented by (Modather et al. (2007) ; Yurusoy (2006) ; Pantokratoras, A (2006) ). Considering the above studies, the authors ignored the heat dependent thermal conductivity and viscosity in the momentum variation power-law. The variable physical properties may vary meaningfully with changes in temperature, when taken into variable properties into consideration. The present study aims to investigate heat dependent variable properties with variable surface velocity over a stretching plate. The flow is propelled by the influence of buoyancy forces in the existence of thermal radiation in a stretching plate.
Formulation of the problem
Forced convection flow of nonlinear radiation along a stretching horizontal plate kept at the same wall temperature T w . The stretching surface is with velocity power law of u w = u 0 x m (where u 0 and m are constants) through a fluid with variable viscosity is considered. The electrically conducting fluid is taken to be incompressible, viscous, absorbing, emitting, gray and nonscattering medium with temperature T ∞ . A magnetic field is assumed perpendicular to the flow in a horizontal stretching surface as depicted in (Figure 1 ) according to Devi and David (2012) . Cartesian coordinate system is chosen. The main flow is along x −axis direction in a stretching sheet with velocity components u and v in these directions (Salawu and Dada (2018) ; Salem (2007) ). The continuity, momentum, and energy conservation equations under the above assumptions are presented as:
The fluid viscosity is taken as 
where u w is the velocity of the stretching surface, the components velocity are respectively the quantities u and v in the direction of x and y, u 0 is a constant, B 0 is the magnetic field and all the other quantities have their usual meanings.
The heat flux radiative term is defined by using the Rosseland diffusion approximation, Salawu and Dada (2018);
where σ * is the Boltzmann-Stefan constant, α * is the coefficient mean Rosseland absorption. Assume the temperature difference within the flow are sufficiently small such that T 4 may be expressed as a linear function of temperature, using Taylor series to expand T 4 about the free stream T∞ and neglecting higher order terms, this gives the approximation
Using the stream function ψ(x, y), the continuity equation is satisfied such that and uv yx       Applying the suitable similarity transformation, Salem (2007) 
where θ w is surface temperature parameter, equation (7) is redefined using appropriate variables. Now
Hence, equation (8) is the transformed dimensionless radiation. It is also obtained that
Further simplification of equation (9) is expressed as
Therefore, the heat dependent variable viscosity is redefined in equation (10) Viscosity factor 0 for liquids , 0 for gases b
Thus continuity equation (1) implies m ≡ 1, therefore, the non-dimensional variables appropriate for the problem under consideration are:
Using equation (11) on the equations (2) -(4) and boundary condition (6) along with equations (8) to (10). Then we have
The equations (12) to (15) is the reaction parameter.
Numerical solution of the problem
Computational solution to the dimensionless equations (12)-(14) along with the boundary conditions (15) are obtained by coupled trapezoid method with Runge-Kutta seventh-eighth of continuous order scheme and Richardson extrapolation improvement (Rani et al. (2013) ; Sharidan et al. (2006) ; Kareem et al. (2018) , Salawu and Ogunseye (2020) ). A shooting method is used first to change the derivatives to differential equations of first order. The non-magnetic solution is taken as the primary guess; the Euler iterative techniques is used continuously until it convergence within the given precision. The following are prescribed parameters in the study  , Grt, Grc, M, R, w  ,  , c  , r  , Sc, and Pr. The initial guesses with the equation was solved by Thomas' algorithm. The computation was carried out using MAPLE 18 software.
Special Cases
(i) In nonexistence of radiation term, the numerical value is compared to that of Devi and David (2012) as illustrated through Tables 1 and 2 . From the tables, it is noticed that the results are in good agreement with that of Devi and David (2012) .
(ii) When magnetic field is absent, the results obtained in the study takes the form Okedoye et al. (2017) .
(iii)
In the absence of variable conductivity and magnetic field, the study is similar to that of Okedoye (2015) in the absence of radiation effect with constant thermal conductivity.
Validity of Results
We compare this result with the result of Devi and David (2012) There is good agreement in the comparison as presented in the tables. In contrast to the above numerical solution presented here, the Prandtl number used is one corresponding to the one for plasma ( 71 . 0 Pr  ) and Schmidt number corresponding to that of water vapour (Sc=0.62).
Results and Discussion
The solutions to the dimensionless formulated equations governing the flow are computationally obtained for different physical parameters values entrenched in the model. The computational results are illustrated graphically for the various flow fields as showed in Fig 2 to Fig 15. The impact of viscosity measuring term θ c on the dimensionless momentum f′(η) and concentration field ϕ(η) are seen through Table 3 . As viscosity measuring parameter θ c increases in magnitude, velocity decreases. Furthermore, it is interesting to notice that the rise in viscosity measuring term decrease the momentum boundary layer thickness. While rises in magnitude of viscosity measuring parameter θ c increases the concentration distribution. Thus, confirming the fact that the viscosity measuring parameter enhances the concentration boundary layer thickness. Table 4 shows the influence of viscosity measuring term θ c over the temperature θ(η) and the effect of thermal conductivity measuring parameter θ r on the dimensionless velocity field f′(η) respectively. Viscosity measuring parameter θ c increases in magnitude, temperature increases. Also, as previously noted for concentration distribution, increase in viscosity measuring parameter enhances the temperature boundary layer thickness. While increases in magnitude of thermal conductivity measuring parameter θ r increases the velocity distribution. Also, it is noticed that the thermal conductivity measuring term enhances the flow rate boundary layer thickness. The influence of thermal conductivity measuring term on both concentration and heat distributions respectively is shown in Table 5 . From this table, increase in thermal conductivity brings about decrease in concentration distribution. This is so because; increase in temperature will enhance consumption of more chemical species to support the rise in the momentum flow profile. Whereas, increase in thermal conductivity result to increase in temperature distribution. Thus, it is worth to mention that increase in thermal conductivity enhances the temperature and heat boundary layer.
f′ ( Table 4 . Impact of viscosity measuring and thermal conductivity parameters on θ(η) and f′(η) respectively ϕ(η) θ(η) η θ r = 1 θ r = 20 θ r = 30 θ r = 40 θ r = 1 θ r = 20 θ r = 30 θ r = 40 0 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.4 0.79016 0.79007 0.78470 0.78468 0.88781 0.88641 0.89440 0.89445 0.8 0.57653 0.57634 0.56659 0.56655 0.76572 0.76328 0.78220 0.78229 1.2 0.39153 0.39124 0.37894 0.37890 0.63726 0.63443 0.66655 0.66669 1.6 0.25060 0.25020 0.23744 0.23740 0.50783 0.50568 0.55154 0.55171 2 0.15308 0.15261 0.14108 0.14104 0.38438 0.38425 0.44160 0.44178 Table 5 . Effect of thermal conductivity parameters on ∅(η) and θ(η) respectively
We displayed the impact of magnetic interaction term (M) and radiation term (R) on the concentration distributions in Figures 2 and 3 . Concentration distribution is encouraged with either rise in the radiation or magnetic field term. This implies that the species boundary layer thickens with a rise in R and M. Increase in surface temperature and thermal buoyancy enhances the concentration field. The mass distribution is enhanced with variational rise in the surface temperature and thermal Grashof number as shown in Figure 4 and 5 respectively. While Figure  6 shows that mass distribution speedup with a rise in the generative chemical reaction(β > 0). The consequence of thermal radiation term ® over the dimensionless heat θ(η) is seen through Fig.7 . It is observed that the influence of radiation term is to decrease the heat distribution is the system. It elucidates that the thickness in the boundary layer of the energy equation is reducing as R values enhance. The response of heat source term in the heat equation to a rise in the magnetic field M over the flow heat θ(η) is depicted with the aid of Fig. 8 . Enhancing the magnetic field term M encourages Lorentz force in the flow which then resulted into rise in the heat profile. This described the fact that increase in the Lorentz force boosted the temperature source term in the energy balance equation. The effect of stretching surface temperature term θ w on the dimensionless heat θ(η) is presented as Figure 9 . Rising in the surface heat term θ w is seen to have increasing effect on the temperature distribution. Figure 10 illustrates thermal buoyancy effect on the temperature field. Boosting the thermal Grashof number (Grt) decreases the temperature distribution, this describing the impact of Grt on the bulk temperature. Decreasing in the bulk temperature influence the heat source parameter in the system to increases thereby enhances the heat profile. Figures 12 and 13 portray the graphical result of the momentum f′(η) for various values of radiation term R and magnetic interaction parameter M. It is observed that as the parameter values R and M rises, the fluid velocity distribution f′(η) reduces to show influence of radiation and magnetic field terms on the fluid flow rate in under different variable properties. The profiles decelerated as the parameters values in boosting. The action of surface temperature and thermal buoyancy on non-dimensional velocity distribution in plotted in Figures  14 and 15 respectively. It is obtained from the plots that an increase in either θ w or Grt increases the flow momentum and enhances thickness of the flow boundary layer as seen due to a rise in the values of θ w or Grt. 
Skin friction, heat and mass gradient
We now move to examining some important fluid parameters that are of importance to this work. Such parameters include Skin friction, Sherwood and Nusselt numbers coefficient. We therefore denote and define respectively, Skin friction, Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as Salawu and Dada (2016) ; Table 6 presents the effect of the parameters Grt, Grc, M, θ c , θ r , θ w , R, β on the wall shear stress c f , Sherwood number Sh and wall heat gradient Nu for Sc = 0.62, Pr = 0.71 and ϵ = 0.01. From the table, the heat and spaces buoyancy, surface temperature and reaction parameter rises the coefficient of skin friction c f . But thermal and viscosity conductivity measuring heat transport and parameters reduces the coefficient skin friction c f . It is also noticed that the dimensionless wall heat transport gradient Nu enhances with rises in the thermal and mass buoyancy, thermal conductivity measuring parameter and heat transfer rate, but decrease with viscosity measuring parameter, surface temperature, magnetic and chemical reaction parameters. While surface temperature, thermal and mass buoyance are found to enhance the mass transfer rate at the wall and decreases with Hartmann number, thermal and viscosity conductivity measuring parameter, heat transfer rate and chemical reactivity terms.
Grt Table 6 . Skin friction, gradient of energy and species transfer
Conclusion
The following conclusions are made in view of the above obtained results.
 It is noticed that the magnetic field decelerates the momentum and enhances temperature distribution in the system under consideration.
 It is seen that the term that increases the heat source term diminishes the fluid viscosity.
 Temperature is found to reduce due to the radiation term effect while it is found to increase with the increasing surface heat parameter.
 The thickness of heat boundary layer reduces significantly as Prandtl number rises.
 The skin friction and the fluid flow rate decrease by the velocity exponent term. On the other hand, heat diffusion is enhanced by the velocity exponent parameter.
 It is obtained that for encouraging radiation parameter R, the dimensionless rate of heat transfer decreases.
